PRD N° 0230 B
Membro degli Accordi di Mutuo
Riconoscimento EA, IAF e ILAC
Signatory of EA, IAF and ILAC
Mutual Recognition Agreements

Notified Body 0498

EU Type Examination Certificate
Date:

2019/07/16

n. 788192902/OE

Validity:

2024/07/15

The hereunder described items of Personal Protective Equipment have overcome positively the “EU type examination”
(Module B), proving their conformity to the safety and health requirements of the Regulation (EU) 2016/425 (Annex II)

Manufacturer:
(Responsible of the
PPE)

FERIDAX (1957) Ltd
Park Lane, Halesowen, B63 2NT West Midlands – UK

Type of PPE:

motorcyclists’ protective footwear

Category of PPE:

II : “medium” risks.
This certificate is based on reference standards listed below: its validity is no longer
ensured should new version of the standards come into force.

“AURORA”

Model:
Description:

fastening system: lateral metallic zipper and hook and loop closure;
processing: Ago;
outsole: black rubber with white inserts of small dimension in both forepart and heel
areas (RS.DES.001);
upper: black PU coated leather “PU Coated Leather” (OS.PUL.76-001);
front joint and rear joint: black plushed fabric coated with black PU matched with
anthracite grey foam material declared EVA thickness 6mm “PU / Rexinene with 6mm
foam + Shark Lining” (OS.SP.001);
vamp, quarter, bootleg and shinbone lining: black three-dimensional fabric declared
100% Polyester Airmesh Lining matched with grey foam material and white non-woven
fabric “100% Polyester Airmesh Lining” (IL.AM.001);
quarter lining (calf area): black elastic fabric externally covered by the same black PU
coated leather as that of the upper (OS.EP.001);
tongue lining: black three-dimensional fabric declared 100% Polyester Airmesh Lining
matched with grey foam material and white non-woven fabric “100% Polyester Airmesh
Lining” (IL.AM.001);
tongue/bellows: black PU coated microfiber;
insole: semi-rigid polymeric material declared PPE matched with vamp/rear lining in
contact with the user “PPE Plastic Insole”;
removable insock (not perforated): grey foam material declared EVA matched blue
fabric in contact with the user;
internal and external ankle insert: plastic round ankle protector with 6 mm thick foam.

Technical Standard:

EN 13634:2017

Intended use:

use by motorcyclists for on-road activities, mainly for touring purposes

Size range:

from 36 to 47

Technical File:

DC-11076/E

Test report:

RCT n°3832324/E

Protective footwear for motorcycle riders – Requirements and
test methods
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performance levels:
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2024/07/15

Requirements according to EN 13634:2017: all mandatory ones, among which:
Height of upper

level 2

Impact abrasion resistance of the upper
Impact cut resistance of the upper

level 2
level 2

Transverse rigidity of the whole footwear

level 2

NOTE: the Technical Standard provides 2 performance levels with level 2 meaning the higher
performance.

Marking:

on a stitched label and displaying the following information:
- CE Marking;
- trademark of the Manufacturer;
- item designation (article name);
- pictogram to indicate the intended use (motorcycling), nr./year of the reference
Standard, levels of performance achieved during laboratory tests;
- size indication (EU + UK);
- date of production (month and year);
- pictogram instructing to read the User Manual;
- additional info: “Made in…”.

NOTE: the Technical File contains a more detailed description of the PPE (material, method of assembly, photographs or drawings), performance
data, safety functions and level of protection, elements of conformity to the basic and supplementary requirements.
The Technical File is integral part of the present Certification, which has to be kept available by the applicant to be forwarded - upon request - to
the entitled person (supervising body, Controlling Officer).
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